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Internet of ,ings (IoT), an emerging technology, is becoming an essential part of today’s world. Machine learning (ML) al-
gorithms play an important role in various applications of IoT. For decades, the location information has been extremely useful for
humans to navigate both in outdoor and indoor environments. Wi-Fi access point-based indoor positioning systems get more
popularity, as it avoids extra calibration expenses. ,e fingerprinting technique is preferred in an indoor environment as it does
not require a signal’s Line of Sight (LoS). It consists of two phases: offline and online phase. In the offline phase, the Wi-Fi RSSI
radio map of the site is stored in a database, and in the online phase, the object is localized using the offline database. To avoid the
radio map construction which is expensive in terms of labor, time, and cost, machine learning techniques may be used. In this
research work, we proposed a hybrid technique using Cuckoo Search-based Support Vector Machine (CS-SVM) for real-time
position estimation. Cuckoo search is a nature-inspired optimization algorithm, which solves the problem of slow convergence
rate and local minima of other similar algorithms.Wi-Fi RSSI fingerprint dataset of UCI repository having seven classes is used for
simulation purposes. ,e dataset is preprocessed by min-max normalization to increase accuracy and reduce computational
speed. ,e proposed model is simulated using MATLAB and evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision, and recall with K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) and support vector machine (SVM). Moreover, the simulation results show that the proposed model achieves
high accuracy of 99.87%.

1. Introduction

Internet of ,ings (IoT) is an emerging technology that
provides different devices to interconnect and communicate
with each other. IoT is becoming an important part of to-
day’s world due to its rapid growth. Moreover, the use of
machine learning (ML) algorithms in various applications of
IoT has attracted researchers from all over the world. For a
very long time, location has been extremely useful for
humans to navigate outdoor over the sea, air, and land using
astrolabe, sextant, and octant to determine their location
with respect to various celestial bodies [1]. In the 20th

century, with the advancement in electronics and com-
munication, new technologies are adapted such as Radio
Detection and Ranging (RADAR), Long Range Navigation
(LORAN), and Global Positioning System (GPS) for lo-
calization [1]. GPS remains one of the most dominant
technologies among the available technologies to localize an
object. It only shows better performance to localize object
outdoor and fails to estimate the position of object indoor
with acceptable accuracy. Now, people are spending most of
their time in an indoor environment, thus needing the
positioning system to trace people and objects in the indoor
complex environment. ,erefore, many applications have
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been arised, which need location information such as lo-
cation detection of products in a warehouse, location de-
tection of personal in hospitals, and localizing fireman in a
building.

To estimate the position of an object either outdoor or
indoor, the most usable and powerful technique used was the
global positioning system (GPS). GPS estimates the location
by measuring the distance between a GPS satellite and a base
station using LoS. ,e GPS-based location estimation
techniques fail to achieve high accuracy due to high signal
loss inside a complex indoor environment as GPS signals
cannot penetrate the walls of buildings and other obstacles
[2]. Due to the technological advancement, many other
signal-based possibilities have been raised such as camera,
sound, infrared, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and
Bluetooth Tags, and Wi-Fi [2]. Among all these Wi-Fi re-
ceived more attention from the research community be-
cause, in most cases, the site is already calibrated with Wi-Fi
routers, which obsolete extra calibration charges and time
[3]. Different techniques are developed, such as Triangu-
lation, Trilateration, Proximity, and Fingerprinting, using
Angle of Arrival (AoA), Time difference of Arrival (TDoA),
Time of Arrival (ToA), and Receive Signal Strength Iden-
tification (RSSI) [1]. All these techniques except finger-
printing require LoS, which is not possible in an indoor
environment which makes fingerprinting the most rea-
sonable technique for indoor localization [4]. On the con-
trary, fingerprinting is laborious and time-consuming and
the radio map is venerable to environmental changes,
leading to high position estimation error. Machine learning-
based models are introduced to automate, generalize, and
reduce estimation error [5].

Many machine learning algorithms such as support
vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), extreme
learning model (ELM), decision tree (DT), Naive Bayes
(NB), and Bayesian Network (BN) were used for location
estimation in an indoor environment. ,e results show that
KNN and SVM are outperformers [6, 7] as compared to
others. Moreover, SVM is based on the structural risk
minimization principle with good generalization ability and
can better solve problems with few samples, nonlinear data,
avoid local minima, and so on [2]. For high classification
accuracy or position estimation machine learning models,
SVM depends on their parameter optimization. ,erefore,
nature-inspired optimization algorithms such as particle
swarm, bee, bad reference distribution and cuckoo search
can be used [8].

Cuckoo is one of the most recent algorithms inspired by
breeding phenomena of the cuckoo bird, which are used to
solve the nonlinear optimization problem. Other optimi-
zation algorithms have limitations in terms of convergence
to the current or local best solution. ,ey may fail to solve
the nonlinear optimization or multidimensional optimiza-
tion problem. In the case of cuckoo search, combining local
and search capability increases the probability of global
optimal solution using Levy’s flight process [9].

In this study, we propose a cuckoo search-based support
vector machine (CS-SVM) model for position estimation in
an indoor complex environment. Inspired by many state-of-

the-art optimization-based machine learning models, we
used a state-of-the-art dataset of the well-known UCI re-
pository, which is the same as in [10], to evaluate its per-
formance. ,e proposed model is evaluated in terms of
accuracy, precision, and recall with KNN and SVM using
MATLAB. ,e KNN and SVM stay good performers
achieving room level accuracy up to 98.7% and 98.3%, re-
spectively, while the proposed model achieves high accuracy
up to 99.7%.

In Section 1, we elaborated the literature study, and then,
in Section 2, the ingredients of the proposed model are
discussed along with the proposed model, and in Section 3,
results of the proposed model are justified with benchmark
results. Section 4 concludes the research article.

2. Related Work

In [11], the authors conducted a survey regarding locali-
zation techniques, mentioned that GPS and cellular net-
works are outdoor localization sources, and they failed to
localize anything indoor because of the deep shadowing
effect. In [12], Subhan et al. proposed an extended gradient
predictor and filter to reduce variation in RSSI values. ,e
RSSI values get variation due to various factors such as walls,
obstacles, human crowd, and temperature. ,e results show
better performance than the KALMAN filter. On the con-
trary, Suining and Chan [3] proposed a fingerprinting
technique and used Wi-Fi RSSI values to reduce the extra
calibration expenses.

Recently, Wi-Fi RSSI is used to estimate the position of
an object in an indoor environment. In [4], Wi-Fi-based
approach is proposed using two architectures: client server
and standalone. It uses the existing infrastructure of an
indoor environment and compares offline fingerprint RSSI
measurement with an online RSSI fingerprint to estimate the
location of the user. A combination of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth
radio technology-based approach is proposed in [13]. It uses
KNN with particle filter and shows that indoor estimation
error changes by changing the target area. Hossain and Soh
[5] highlights that Wi-Fi fingerprinting is laborious and
time-consuming, and radio maps are vulnerable to envi-
ronmental changes. In [14], the authors proposed a multi-
dimensional particle filter (MPF) algorithm to estimate the
direction of an indoor object. ,e scheme in [15] is based on
Bluetooth technology and uses a machine learning approach
to automate the fingerprinting technique. ,e RSSI varia-
tions are smoothened using the filtering algorithm to achieve
high accuracy. In [16], the authors presented a learning
regression-based filter tracking system using RSSI matrices.
It concludes that the particle filter is efficient for the loud and
complex indoor environment but expensive than the
KALMAN filter.

In [6], the authors compare various machine learning
algorithms such as KNN, SVM, NB, BN, DT, and SMO and
ensemble algorithms such as Bagging and AdaBoost using
fingerprinting technique. ,e simulation results show that
KNN is the best of all. Similarly, Sabanci et al. [7] also
compare different machine learning algorithms such as
ANN, KNN, ELM, SVM, NB, and DT based on Wi-Fi
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fingerprinting. According to the simulation results, the KNN
shows the best performance. In [17], the KALMAN filter is
used to smooth RSSI values coming from Bluetooth beacon
and compare KNN, SVM, and random forest. In [18], it is
stated that fingerprinting map changes with change in the
environment which leads to high positioning estimation
error. For this purpose, KNN, SVM, and DT techniques are
used.

Other researchers have also used machine learning al-
gorithms such as KNN and WNN [19], ELM [20], SVM [7],
and SVM and DT [21] for position estimation in an indoor
environment. According to the literature two machine
learning algorithms, both K-NN and SVM show better
performance against the other learning model. Compared to
SVM, KNN slightly shows good accuracy results in the
literature cited.

2.1. Proposed Methodology. In the following sections, the
components of the proposed model (CS-SVM), i.e., support
vector machine (SVM) and cuckoo Search along with the
proposed CS-based SVM, are discussed.

2.2. Cuckoo Search Algorithm. ,e cuckoo search algorithm
[9] was developed inspired by the breeding process of
cuckoo birds. Recently, gaining more attention and be-
coming very popular over other optimization algorithms
such as particle swarm, bat, and hill climbing, these algo-
rithms are also nature-inspired, but they have the limitation
of converging to the local or current best solution. So, they
are lack in their performance for a nonlinear and multidi-
mensional optimization problem. On the contrary, cuckoo
search adopts a different strategy to best fit for the multi-
dimensional and nonlinear problem. It uses Levy’s flight
process, where the selection of local best through searching
capability gives the high chance of global optimal solution.
,e cuckoo search working process is discussed in the
following steps.

At a time, a cuckoo lays only one egg, and the eggs are
placed in a nest, which is selected randomly. In a nest, the
different eggs represent different solutions, while the new
solution is represented by the cuckoo egg.

,e nests having high-quality eggs are the best nests,
which will be passed to the next generation. ,e best so-
lutions are represented by these best nests.

,ere is a fixed number of host nests that are available.
P ϵ (0, 1) is the probability which represents that the egg laid
by a cuckoo is revealed by the host bird. Accordingly, Levy
flight mechanism equation (1) is used to estimate the
updated nest position of the cuckoo:

X
t+1
i � X

(t)
i + z⊕ L(λ), i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (1)

In equation (1), X
(t)
i represents the position of the nest,

Xt+1
i is the new nest position, z is the control value, and ⊕

represents point to point multiplication of the L(λ) Levy
flights’ process. After updating, the position random value is
generated, where r ε (0, 1).

If r>P, new position Xt+1
i changes randomly or it re-

mains in the same position, and the better nest with the new
position Xt+1

i is kept for the next generation.

2.3. Support Vector Machine. Support vector machine
(SVM) can be used for classification as well as a regression
problem. It works on the principle of structural risk mini-
mization (SRM). It balances the linear separable space data
into nonlinear separable feature space. Equation (2) gives the
linearly separable sample set for the binary classification
problem:

xi , yi( , i � 1, 2, . . . , n, x ∈ R
d
. (2)

In case xi belongs to the first class, then it is denoted by
yi � 1, while in case xi is belongs to the second class, then it
is denoted by yi � −1.

Here, the division line called hyperplane classifies two
classes without error, a margin line which specifies class
boundary and the distance between the margin lines of two
opposite classes called class interval or marginal distance and
the data point of either class. ,e line which is nearest to the
hyperplane is known as the support vector. In the high-
dimensional space, the marginal distance makes the hy-
perplane more optimal which results in the optimal division
line into the optimal division plane. Radial basis function
(RBF), sigmoid kernel, polynomial kernel, and linear kernel
are the commonly used kernels. Considering practical ap-
plications, the classification problems belong to multiclass
category problems. ,e indoor positioning problem with
multiple class dataset belongs to multiclass category prob-
lems. ,erefore, the establishment of an SVMmulticlassifier
is required. Directed acyclic graph, one-versus-all, and one-
versus-one are multiclassification methods.

2.4. Cuckoo Search-Based SVM (CS-SVM). Appropriate
parameter selection is very important as both the general-
ization and learning performance ability of SVM depend on
it. Moreover, the perdition ability of the model and its
precision has a direct relation with the appropriate pa-
rameter selection. ,erefore, the SVM parameters can be
optimized using different methods such as grid search
method, genetic algorithm, and particle swarm optimization
algorithm. Both the genetic and particle swarm optimization
algorithms face the problem of local extremes. On the
contrary, the grid search method is time-consuming as over
the hyperparameter space an exhaustive search is required.
Recently, the cuckoo search (CS) algorithm is proposed
which is a metaheuristic algorithm. It has a strong ability to
global search, requires fewer parameters, and has a good
search path. To solve those problems, having multiobjective
is a powerful tool. ,e flow of the proposed is shown in
Figure 1.

,e performance of the SVM classifier is dependent
mainly on the kernel parameter σ and the penalty factor
C. ,e following steps are used to optimize the SVM pa-
rameters, which are also shown in Figure 2:

(1) Training dataset is selected to train the SVM.
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(2) ,e CS parameters such as probability “P,” no. of
nests “n,” the number of iteration, and SVM pa-
rameter ranges are initialized.

(3) Using solution space the initial population of ‘n’ host
nests is generated randomly using

Pt−1 � x
(0)
1 , x

(0)
2 , . . . , x

(0)
n 

T
. (3)

After that, the eggs are placed there and the group of
parameters (C, σ) represents the nest position.

(4) ,e qualities of the group of parameters (C, σ) which
represents the nest positions (fitness functions) are
evaluated to determine the current best nest x

(0)
b

(fitness value) and carry over it to the next
generation.

(5) Equation (1) is used to update the positions of all
other nests, and the qualities of the nest positions are
evaluated belonging to the new group.

(6) ,e nest positions of this new group are compared
with the last group using

Initialize CS parameters

Start

Compare fitness value with previous
generation and record best one

Randomly generate nest
positions

Evaluate the fitness function
and record the best fitness value Update the nest positions

Keep or update the nest
positions if r > p

Evaluate new best fitness value

Find the best nests position
in new generation

Stopping
criteria

met?

Find the best position in
new generation

Stop

No Yes

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the cuckoo search-based SVM (CS-SVM) model.

Training dataset Testing dataset

Initialize CS parameters

Optimize SVM parameters

Establish SVM classifier

Predict classification results

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed model.
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pt−1 � x
(t−1)
1 , x

(t−1)
2 , . . . , x

(t−1)
n 

T
. (4)

Once the comparison is done, the group having the
worse nest positions are replaced with the group having
the better nest positions to get a group of better nest
positions (fitness value) using

Kt � x
(t−1)
1 , x

(t−1)
2 , . . . , x

(t−1)
n 

T
. (5)

(7) In case r (random number) is greater than″P,″ keep
the nest positions having low probability in kt using
equation (5), update the nest positions having a high
probability, and evaluate the qualities of the nest
positions belonging to the new group. ,e nest
positions belonging to this group are compared with
those in kt. Once the comparison is done, the group
having the worse nest positions is replaced with the
group having the better nest positions to get a group
of better nest positions (fitness value) using

pt � x
(t)
1 , x

(t)
2 , . . . , x

(t)
n 

T
. (6)

(8) Determine the best nest position (fitness value) x
(t)
b

in pt using equation (6).
(9) Check whether the number of iterations has

reached the threshold level of a number of iterations
or the level of a certain precision has been achieved.
In case none of the aforementioned conditions is
true, go back to step (4) and continue. In case any
one of the aforementioned conditions is true, stop
searching, and x

(t)
b is the best nest position.

(10) SVM parameters (C, σ) correspond to the best nest
position x

(t)
b .

3. Results and Discussion

Inspired by the many state-of-the-art optimization-based
machine learning models, we used a state-of-the-art dataset
of the well-known UCI repository which is the same as in
[10]. ,e dataset is preprocessed by min-max normalization
to increase accuracy and reduce computational speed. It was
divided into 70% training and 30% testing. ,e proposed
model is simulated using MATLAB R 2018 b on Window 8
OS with 4GB RAM.

Different training and testing experiments were per-
formed on three models, i.e., support vector machine
(SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and cuckoo search-
based support vector machine (CS-SVM). ,ese models
were evaluated in terms of precision, recall, and sccuracy.

In the classification process with KNN, high accuracy
values are achieved by optimizing the parameters. In ma-
chine learning (ML), the parameters that need to set the
algorithm to start are known as hyperparameters. k and

distance type to be calculated are hyperparameters in the
case of KNN. As a result of the hHyperparameter optimi-
zation, the best k value is calculated as 1. ,e distance type
that gives the best correctness is determined as Euclidean.
Before training the KNN classifier, we divide the dataset into
70% training and 30% testing using holdout cross-valida-
tion. Test the trained KNN model over 600 observations,
which are 30% of all total observations. Testing observation
is distributed among the four classes. Each class is having
150 observations. ,e class-wise and average output pre-
diction of the model in terms of precision, recall, and ac-
curacy is shown in Table 1. ,e average precision, recall, and
accuracy values are slightly different which are 0.987,
0.98675, and 0.98675, respectively. ,is result of the model
showed slightly better performance than SVM.

Using an SVM classifier, first of all, the entire multiclass
problem is converted into the binary class problems. ,e
binary class problems are solved with binary classifiers, and
the solution can be merged to get the solution of the
multiclass problem. One-versus-one (OVO)method of SVM
is used in such cases. In the OVO method, all possible
combinations of the multiple class problems are divided into
binary class problems. After that, the classifier is trained for
each binary class problem. ,en, the outputs of these binary
class classifiers are merged to estimate the output multiple
class problems. ,e SVM classification using the OVO
method results in the error matrix. Likely, the SVM model
tested was over 600 observations, which are 30% of all total
observations. Testing observation is distributed among the
four classes. Each class is having 150 observations. ,e class-
wise and average output prediction of the model in terms of
precision, recall, and accuracy is shown in Table 2. ,e
average precision, recall, and accuracy values are slightly
different from each other which are 0.98375, 0.98325, and
0.983, respectively. ,is result of the model is slightly behind
the results of KNN.

From Tables 1 and 2, it is clear that SVM is slightly
behind in their results against K-NN in this research ex-
periment. ,erefore, the CS-SVM trained model is tested
over 600 samples of the dataset which is the same as the
simple SVM and KNN. In this testing process, cuckoo search
optimizes the parameter of SVM over the 6th iteration; the
last iteration results are the final results of the CS-SVM
model which are better than those of simple KNN and SVM,
and now, SVM takes over the KNN results. ,e intended
precision, recall, and accuracy results of the final iteration
are 0.9900, 0.9980, and 0.9967, respectively, as shown in
Table 3.

,e performance of the proposed CS-SVM model in
terms of precision, recall, and accuracy as compared to KNN
and SVM is given in Table 4 and Figure 3. From Table 4 and
Figure 3, it is clear that the proposed model CS-SVM sur-
passes the benchmark models.

According to the literature study and our imple-
mentation result, KNN gives a slightly better result than
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SVM. Now, by optimizing SVM through a nature-inspired
evolutionary cuckoo search algorithm, the SVM improves
results over KNN.

4. Conclusions

In this research work, we propose the cuckoo search-based
support vector machine (CS-SVM) model for position es-
timation in an indoor complex environment. SVM is based
on the structure risk minimization principle with good
generalization ability and can better solve problems with few
samples, nonlinear data, avoid local minima, and so on.
Cuckoo is one of the most recent algorithms inspired by
breeding phenomena of the cuckoo bird, which are used to
solve the nonlinear optimization problem. Other optimi-
zation algorithms have limitations in terms of convergence
to the current or local best solution. A state-of-the-art
dataset of the well-known UCI repository is used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed CS-SVM model. ,e
dataset is composed of the RSSI values of seven Wi-Fi access
points collected from four different rooms. ,e variation in
RSSI values of Wi-Fi access point dramatically decreases
classification accuracy and effect value of other performance
parameters. Furthermore, the formation of fingerprinting
RSSI radio map is expensive in terms of labor and time. ,e
proposed model is evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision,
and recall with KNN and SVM using MATLAB. ,e pro-
posed CS-SVMmodel achieves high accuracy of up to 99.7%
as compared to KNN (98.7%) and SVM (98.3%).

Data Availability

,e dataset is available at IndoorIndus-
trialLocalisationDataset (https://github.com/vauchey/
IndoorInsdustrialLocalisationDataset/).
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